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We

are bombarded daily by
news stories about “pit bull” attacks
on people and other animals. We
see the horrific images, and we
wonder why this “breed” is still so
popular.
But Pit Bulls, like all dogs, can be
wonderful, loving animals that
deserve the chance to have a
good life. It’s a shame what has
happened to this loyal and affectionate breed. The
important thing to remember is that the responsibility
for a dog’s behavior, ANY dog, falls on people. Not
the animal.

What

exactly

IS

a

Pit Bull?

A ”Pit Bull” is not an actual breed.
It’s a generic term often used to
describe all dogs with similar traits and
characteristics known to the public as
“pit bulls.” The breed encompasses
American Pit Bull Terriers, American
Staffordshire Terriers and Staffordshire
Bull Terriers. It is more officially called
an American Pit Bull Terrier (APBT), or
AmStaff.

Breed History:

Most people know that
Pit Bull breeds were
developed for blood
sports such as bull baiting,
bear baiting, and later,
dogfighting.
What is not common knowledge is that in the
days of organized dogfighting, the handlers of the
combatants were habitually IN THE PIT with the dogs
for the duration of the fight and were required to pick
up and separate the dogs several times while the dogs
were in full fight frenzy. Any dog that attacked or bit
a handler (even if it was the other dog’s handler) or
anyone else at any time were put down, often on the spot,
and would never have been bred. The old rule in the pit-bull
world was "man-eaters die."
A central fact of pit bulls’ history is that their lineage
actually makes them less inclined
to be aggressive toward humans.
For over 180 years, "human-aggressive" pit bulls were actively removed
from bloodlines, and traits such as
gentleness, temperamental stability and the desire to be handled by
humans were emphasized. These
qualities are actually the foundation of
the “pit bull” breeds.

Why do Pit Bulls Have
Bad Reputation?

such a

Despite
being
wonderful
companion animals, Pit Bulls
often attract the worst kind
of dog owners; those who
are only interested in them
for dog fighting, protection,
status or profit. Dog fighting
is a felony violation of the
Michigan State Law, yet the popularity of this cruel
and vicious sport continues to grow.

 Fighting/Game Dogs

Fighting/game dogs, usually pit bulls, are bred and
trained to fight eachother to the death or until one dog
can’t continue. They are used for the amusement of
spectators, status, high stakes gambling and profit.
Fights can last for hours, and these dogs are trained to
continue even after suffering grievous or deadly
wounds. Dogs who can’t fight are usually abandoned or
mercilessly killed by electrocution or gunshot.
Dog fights have also become informal street
corner and playground activities. Stripped of the rules
and formality of the traditional pit fight, these
spontaneous events are triggered by insults and
turf invasions. Many people who participate in
these fights often expose their young children to this
behavior. They lack even a semblance of respect for
the animals and teach their children that abuse is
acceptable. They commonly starve and beat their
animals to encourage aggressive behavior.
Unfortunately, these dogs once detained/caught, are
also not suitable for re-homing as they have been trained
and bred for specific traits that compel them to attack
and kill other animals and people.

 Bait Dogs

Other animals, called “bait dogs” are victims of dog
fights as well — trainers encourage their dogs’ aggression
by using other dogs/pit bulls (and smaller animals such
as cats, rabbits and rodents) as bait. These animals are
maimed, scarred and often killed by this practice. Many
“bait” dogs are discarded and let loose on the streets,
often bleeding, confused and in severe pain,
making them more likely to attack unsuspecting people
or animals.
This previously abused “Bait”
pit bull was found at large in
July 2011 and apprehended
by BCAC after it had invaded
a property, and attacked
several residents.

 Backyard Breeding

Often “game dogs” are bred with
other pit bulls (many of which are
stolen, fraudulently adopted or
purchased from people on popular
websites,) and fall into the hands
of dog fighters who continue to
breed them with other game dogs.
Most of these backyard “breeders”
know nothing about breeding for favorable health and
temperament qualities, and they don’t know how to raise
a properly socialized litter. Many wean litters from their
mothers way too soon.
Sometimes, a backyard breeder turns into small-time
puppy mill to increase their
supply, so you can find Pit
Bull puppies for sale at any
time. Often these poorly
bred offspring of “game
dogs”, even with proper
training and socialization,
can
become
extremely aggressive with other
animals without prior signs of aggression. Sometimes the
aggressive tendencies and strong prey drive don’t
appear until the dog is between the ages of 12-18 months,
often with deadly results.

What

if

I

already

Own

a

Pit Bull?

Even though pit bulls can be loving animals who
want nothing more than to please their owner, the
stigma and legitimate fear of pit bulls does exist and
the public will be cautious and possibly antagonistic to pit bull owners. Even responsible owners. There
are things a pit owner can do to make their lives (and
other people’s) safer and better.

 Spay/Neuter and License:

Spay/Neuter your pit immediately! (4-6 months if it’s a
puppy). This prevents any accidental pregnancies or
backyard breeding if your dog is stolen or gets loose. Make
sure they are licensed and micro chipped.

 Training:

Pits are intelligent and very
responsive to training, A
pit bull should be enrolled
in obedience classes and
trained (specifically, pit bull
training) as soon as they’ve
received all of their vaccinations. They should be
socialized properly following
guidelines specific to the
breed.

 YOU are Responsible for your
Pet’s Behavior:
Because of the pit bull’s reputation, the community is rightfully
leery of this dog and its owners. As the owner of a pit bull, (or
any other dog), you need to make sure your pet is licensed,
neutered, trained and socialized properly. If you have a pit
bull or several in your home with unknown origins or lineage,
(puppy/adult that is found/gifted/
rescued, or from newspaper/online),
always be cautious, as their temperament can suddenly change. Especially
if they are offspring of backyard bred
fighting dogs.
Make sure your pitbull(s) are gated,
muzzled when out on a leash, and restrained properly around children and guests/workers (even
if they are “friendly”). Make sure your fenced-in area is fixed
and secure so that your pit bull cannot escape. Even if your
pit bull is friendly, an unsuspecting person can be fearful and
can frighten even a passive dog into an aggressive response.
In the state of Michigan you can be subject to criminal and
civil liability for attacks from your animal.

 Love!

Loving and training your pit bull as a breed ambassador are
the most important things anyone can do to combat a pit
bull’s reputation.

What

if

I

want to

Adopt/Buy

a

Pit Bull?

Pit bulls have superior physical and mental characteristics
that make them excellent partners for responsible, active and
caring owners.
An insecure person who wants only an aggressive dog to
bolster some personal human inadequacy should never
become an owner of a pit bull, or any other dog.

 Understand the Breed:

Being a powerful dog, a pit bull requires sufficient and
adequate control. Some prospective owners including the
elderly and young children cannot supply that control. They
may be difficult to handle for people who don’t have a lot
of experience with dog ownership, or for those who don’t
understand the breed well.

 Do Research!

Avoid unregistered puppy mills/backyard breeders,
newspaper and online puppy postings. Puppies of “game
dog” stock or backyard breeding are often acquired by
people who are unsuspecting of the dogs’ background.

 Look to a Rescue Shelter:

If you’re thinking about getting a pit
bull, think about a rescue shelter. These
shelters evaluate the pit bull and make
sure it passes temperament assessment
to include compatibility with dogs,
cats and people. They train and work
to place adult “adoptable” pits with
loving, caring owners.

How to Protect
Pit Bull Attack:

yourself from a

While some dogs are not aggressive, even properly trained
domestic pets can attack, given the
right circumstances. Old dogs may
become grouchy, mother dogs may
be defensive about their litter and
some breeds are more inclined to be
territorially defensive. Other dogs just do
not like strangers, and others might snap
if subject to rough handling or play.
Is this dog friendly
or attacking?
Pit Bulls and other dogs which belong
Hard to tell...
to irresponsible owners who abuse or
neglect their dogs, deprive them of attention, affection or
training, or owners who intentionally encourage aggressiveness in their pets for reasons of personal protection, are likely
to have a dog that may bite or attack.
If attacked:

 What NOT to Do:
•
•

Do NOT take flight. Don’t run away from the dog,
because it triggers the dog’s prey drive. Once that
happens, the dog will want to turn and chase you.
If the dog catches you and starts attacking, DO NOT hit it.
The more you fight back, the more the struggle feeds into
the dog’s defensive drives and the more he wants to kill its
“prey” and take it home.

 What TO Do:
•

If you are approached by a vicious dog, relax and be as still
as possible.

•

Drop your head so you don’t make eye contact, but
maintain an upright position.

•

Cover your ears and press your elbows to your sides. This
way, if the dog bites you, your ears, eyes, rib cage and vital
organs are protected.

•

Roll into a ball with your chin tucked in and cover your face,
ears and back of your neck with your hands. Keep your
knees pulled up into your chest.

•
•

If the dog grabs your arm or your leg, try to remain
motionless. If the dog thinks you’re dead, it should let go of
you.
If you frequently encounter or have an aggressive
dog in your neighborhood, buy pepper spray or an
electronic whistle (adjusted to a frequency to cause dog’s
extreme discomfort). They are inexpensive and excellent
safeguards against dog attack.

 How to Rescue a Child:

•
•
•
•

Grab an object and start hitting the dog so you can
redirect it.
You can also grab the dog’s “scruff” -- the area on the sides
of the dog’s neck. This should control the dog’s head and
keep it from swinging around to bite you.
You can go one step further and grab the dog’s Adam’s’
apple and choke him.
Do NOT pull the dog off the child. That can rip the skin right
off the child.

What

can

You

do to

Help?

Here are some things you can do to protect your dog,
yourself, and help stop the cruelty of “game-dog”
fighting, baiting and backyard breeding:

 Keep your Eyes and Ears Open - Report Abuse!
If you suspect dog fighting in your own neighborhood,
contact the police or your BC Animal Control officer.
Provide as much information as you can, such as the
date and time you noticed something wrong, the
address or location, and what led you to believe there
was dog fighting or abuse taking place. Certain signs of
abuse can be:
• A large number of pit bulls held in one location,
especially multiple dogs who are chained and very
unsocialized.
• Dogs with scars on their faces, front legs, hind area and
thighs.
• Treadmills and tires hanging from trees, which are often
used for dogfighting training.
• Many people visiting a location at odd hours.

 Insurance:

Check to make sure your policy covers dog bites
and any medical care if your dog does bite another
person/animal. If you own or plan on acquiring a pit bull,
make sure you take out an insurance policy to cover
injuries that may occur to others.

 Protect Your Pets:

Don’t let your animals outside without supervision, and
make sure they are licensed in Berrien County, and are
micro chipped. Dog fighters sometimes steal companion
animals to use as bait dogs and for breeding.

 Teach Your Children:

Involve them with any dog training of a new dog
or puppy. Educate them about how to avoid stray
animals and how to approach dogs. Practice plans and
scenarios so they can protect themselves if they come in
contact with a stray dog.

 Educate:

Others in your community about the horrors of dog
fighting and start a neighborhood watch program.

 Volunteer:

If your local shelter is facing a Pit Bull dilemma, volunteer
to help keep adoptable Pit Bulls and Pit mixes mentally
and physically fit by exercising them or taking them to
obedience classes. You can
also lead a chew-toy drive at
work to collect hard rubber
playthings to keep them busy,
or help create a fund-raiser
to support a free sterilization
program for Pit Bulls in your
local community.

Sign Up for Animal Control’s
Protection and
Education Program.
Contact us for more info!

Information gathered in part from:
aspca.org, www.ingham.org/ac, pbrc.net
duhaime.org/crimeandsafety, Humane Society
of the United States, Michigan Humane Society
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